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In 2005, Jackie Holsten (Vice President of Holsten Real Estate Development), Jon Pounds (Director of 
Chicago Public Art Group) and Olivia Gude (CPAG Senior Artist and professor at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago) began planning a community-based public artwork for the newly renovated Hilliard 
Apartment complex to build connections among the new and newly returned inhabitants.



Located at State Street and Cermak Road (22nd Street), Hilliard Apartments, a former Chicago Housing 
Authority site, has now been redeveloped as mixed-income housing for seniors and families. 



The four buildings of Hilliard were designed by the Bauhaus-educated architect Bertrand Goldberg.



The form of the Hilliard buildings is similar to that of Goldberg’s most famous buildings, Marina Towers in 
downtown Chicago.



I was invited to create a community-based public artwork for the new Hilliard landscape to build connections 
among the old, new, and newly returned inhabitants. 



The project began in January 2007 with a series of workshops for children and for seniors. 



The children created collage works that represented places in which they felt relaxed and protected.



Seniors created pieces about significant remembered places.



Throughout the workshop series, we explored the concept of space–remembered, internalized spaces; 
psychological and social spaces; and the actual spaces in which we live, learn, and work. 



In the top collage, Loretta Powell recalls the now demolished ABLA Homes. In those days public housing could 
be a safe and friendly place in which poor working class people raised families.  In the lower collage, a middle 
school age student celebrates the domain (her room) in which she is Queen Camille. 



Prince Laster made a piece that commemorated her many years work as a school bus attendant and classroom 
assistant for Chicago Public Schools special education programs.  Below, an elementary student represents her 
ideal room. 



The top collage is a celebration of the peace of living at Hilliard in retirement.  The bottom collages are pictures 
of the bedrooms of Hilliard youth. (Note the characteristic lozenge-shaped windows and vertical blinds.)



The collage on the right is an urban child’s evocation of the “luxuries” of his cousin’s suburban house with two 
floors, a TV on which to play video games in the bedroom, a yard, a dog, and a metal swimming pool. 



Jean Boyd’s piece began as a memory of the living room of the home she sold to move to Hilliard Apartments. It 
evolved into a commemoration of the cat and dog that she could not bring to HIlliard because of a no pets 
policy.



This senior’s piece told the story of being given her first skates and promptly injuring herself.  It was very 
interesting to observe how making art stimulated memory, the processing of emotional affect, and cognitive 
problem-solving.  Art education work with seniors as part of a life review process can be an exciting avenue of 
future art education research and project development. 



The second series of projects dealt with warnings.  How do everyday warnings shape the social spaces in which 
we define ourselves? We considered whether warnings are conventional, useful advice or limiting and inaccurate 
admonitions that limit our possibilities. 



The children discussed the applicability of this grammar advice. How does language shape the spaces in which 
one can effectively operate?



Florence Lei, a senior who was born in Hong Kong and has now retired from a long career in nursing, made this 
piece about the messages that she was given as a young woman. 



In a final group show we presented our warnings research. Because Hilliard Apartments has a large population of 
Chinese seniors, we presented the text in Chinese as well as in English. The complicated process of translating 
the meaning across the languages took place during the open mosaic workshop time. This stimulated many 
interesting conversations about how world views are contingent upon language and culture. 









Another aspect of our preliminary workshops was developing familiarity with the design and history of this 
historic modernist site. 



Floor plan of a senior building at Hilliard. The seniors laughed when I began calling them “the flower people” 
because they live in the petals of a flower.



The family apartments were built on the same structural principle as the circular senior buildings, but the forms 
were opened out to provide more space and privacy for families. 



Our most popular site investigation was inviting residents to join us in documenting rabbit sightings on the now 
peaceful, green Hilliard grounds. 



The show introduced more residents to the project and to the on-going tile workshops.







“But, who was Raymond Hilliard?” No one in the Hilliard Apartments office knew anything about him. In 
researching newspaper archives, we discovered that Hilliard was a former Cook County public aid director who 
died a few months before the completion of construction. Residents were not pleased to learn that Hilliard was 
notorious for his confrontations with social worker unions, calling them un-American communists.



Originally, the project developers planned to name Hilliard for the progressive, anti-racist Illinois politician Adlai 
Stevenson. One senior suggested that we begin a campaign to re-name Hilliard Apartments to its intended name–
the Adlai Stevenson International Center.



Another popular panel in the Place Is the Space show was the Making Metaphors display. It is a standard Chicago 
joke to refer to the towers as corncobs. We solicited other possible metaphors to describe the unusual forms of 
the buildings and encouraged people to consider how unexamined metaphors shape attitudes toward life. 



The show also documented children’s and senior’s experiments with mosaic tessellation. 









Hilliard residents are primarily African-American and Chinese-American. Our outreach was designed to 
encourage the development of cross-cultural friendships.



Observing older seniors learning the geometry of glass-tile mosaics was useful in thinking about how to engage 
people with a wide range of ages and abilities in community artmaking. 



It was interesting to see that while this work was initially too difficult for some of the elder participants, they 
would enthusiastically participate in modified tasks. Later, seniors who had initially struggled with precisely 
placing tiles developed much greater cognitive and technical skill in the medium. 



The youth team on this project was an eclectic mix–from 13 to 19 years old–kids from the neighborhood and 
bilingual Chinese students who had traveled extensively.  It was lovely to see these teens interact with each 
other and to watch them all patiently share their knowledge with seniors. 



A nice teaching innovation on this project was the “evolutionary tile sample board.” Each time a participant came 
to the studio, he or she nipped some circles, triangles, and half tile forms. These were then hot-glued to a foam 
core board. Over the course of a few visits, each participant could see dramatic improvement in her/his work. It 
also afforded participants the opportunity to focus on the different textures and cutting needs of different colors 
of tile. 



During the spring, summer, and early fall, the workshop was set up in one of the family apartments. We continued 
children’s classes even when the glass-tile studio began because we decided we would miss the younger children 
too much if we switched to working only with older youth and adults on the mosaic. (Glass tile is not a suitable 
medium for younger children.)



From working on this project, I gained a new respect for the importance of crafts education in the lives of 
children. Here middle school age students sincerely admired their newly learned ability to make symmetrical 
paper cuts. Sadly, in many inner city schools students do not learn to use scissors because they are considered to 
be dangerous and expensive.



A student is elated because she has been able to create a paper-cut figure like one made by a teenager. Learning 
precision and planning in craft activities aids students in many areas of personal and academic life. 



Some of the seniors were so impressed with the papercutting, they asked to learn the technique also, stating that 
it would be a good activity to do with grandchildren.



We also had children’s visiting hours during the regular mosaic studio. Only a few children were allowed to visit 
at a time. It gave these children a chance to quietly work alongside an adult, an experience some of them have 
not had in their lives. Children also enjoyed (!) sweeping and organizing tiles on their special visits with the adult 
workers. 



A major feature on the Hilliard grounds is a amphitheater that was part of the original site design.  The space was 
underutilized by residents.  t is a beautiful form, but people do not like to sit on the “ground.”



We decided to make a series of seating forms that would “float” in the space. These will function as seating to 
promote social interaction. During the winter when the surrounding trees are bare, the colorful circles can be 
seen from three of the four Hilliard site buildings. 



The forms were cast in brick-colored cement to introduce some of the surrounding red brick color of Chicago 
into the white and beige site. 



Many of the seniors walk around the Hilliard grounds with young grandchildren. We noted that these seating 
forms would become “destination spots” for these intergenerational ramblings. 



Though this project was based on hand tilework, I realized that we could create some very interesting tilework if 
we had a perfect digitally created pattern of concentric circles. I had a number of these templates printed for use 
in developing the design of the mosaics. 



Each large piece included a border of colorful bands, a text fragment, and a fragment of a historic photograph.



We had planned to create the large, solid color areas in straight lines of tile. Instead, we evolved complicated 
tilework in the colored grounds in which viewers can find many hidden images. 



Ivan Ocampo, a talented mosaic artist who first learned mosaics on my 2004 Cannas & Corn: a Garden Community 
project, shows a senior Hilliard resident how his dragon drawing will be incorporated into the design. 



Bertrand Goldberg’s writings on the aspirations of modernist architecture led to discussions about the social 
aspirations of the years in which the Hilliard Homes were built–1963 to 1966.

Goldberg wrote, “We can build whatever we think....”  We can create the society we imagine.



Historic images from the 1960s: the March on Washington, the early rocket launches, the creation of Head Start 
and Medicare, and the signing of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act. 

It’s difficult to imagine the U.S. without civil rights, medical care for seniors or the space program, yet these 
things would not exist without the belief, hope, and work of people at that time.



We paired an image of the March on Washington with an image of Johnson signing the Immigration and 
Nationality Act of 1965. This act abolished the national-origin quotas that had been in place in the United States 
since the Immigration Act of 1924. This linked national and international civil rights issues.

It was this 1965 act that allowed many of the Chinese residents of Hilliard to immigrate to the U.S.



We developed drawings based on the photographs so that they could be re-created in glass tile. The flow of the 
tile is similar to traditional smalti mosaics, but the larger tile (3/4” square) creates an interesting tension between 
naturalism and the regularity of the square tiles. 



In preparation for installation, background, and photo-based mosaics are fit together.



Placement was carefully planned because the seating forms are quite heavy and needed to be moved into place 
with a crane.





Of course, before we got to the finished mosaic, there were many hours of careful installation work. 

The tiles are set in cement by professional tile setters with the assistance of artists and volunteers. 



Throughout the installation process, we check that tile sections are spaced correctly.



When the cement has set, the plastic adhesive film that has held the tiles in place is gently peeled away so that 
grout can be rubbed into the space between the tiles. This creates a more finished look and protects the tile 
installation from moisture. 



The installation day was a fun reunion several weeks after the completion of the tile work.



We had planned straight lines of tile. Instead, we evolved a complicated ground in which one can find many 
hidden images. 



It’s hard to see with layers of adhesive film still in place, but there is a teddy bear hidden in this blue field.



In the completed mosaic, grout lines “draw” hidden images.



We let the participants choose a wide range of “hidden images.” The goal was to include a range of images that 
would be interesting and surprising to the different generations who live in the Hilliard Apartments.



The installation generated lots of interest and lots of questions.

During work in public, the artist team and volunteers are prepared to answer questions about the meaning and 
content of the piece. Community members become the interpreters and presenters of the work to others for 
years to come. 





President Johnson signing the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965.  The Statue of Liberty is a familiar symbol 
in community murals. Here it is seen from an unusual rear vantage point and at a time that is especially significant 
in making the promise of the Statue of Liberty a reality. 



It was challenging to come up with ways to recreate the impression of photographic imagery in the tile work.



Some of the key text was translated into Chinese. Several of the teen workers on the Hilliard project are 
Chinese students who worked on previous Chicago Public Art Group mosaic projects. 
Some of the key text was translated into Chinese. Several of the teen workers on the Hilliard project are 
Chinese students who worked on previous Chicago Public Art Group mosaic projects. 





Note how grout intensifies perception of the underlying structure of the design.



Homage to a beloved Hilliard inhabitant. The verdant open spaces around the Hilliard Apartments have become a habitat for urban 
wild life.



The mosaics were designed to encourage people to circulate around the forms. There is no one right direction 
from which to view each piece.

















The statements in the mosaics are taken from Bertrand Goldberg’s architectural writings. We were struck by the 
connections between Goldberg’s belief in the potential of modern architecture to shape and improve people’s 
lives and the pervasive sense of social possibility in the early 1960s era. It is a message to remember today.
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